
10 tips to gut health that lead to better sleep, clearer

skin, less stress and better overall health
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Introduction
According to Vogue Magazine, “They don’t call it the

‘second brain’ for nothing. The gut microbiome, which
consists of no less than 100 trillion bacteria, affects

everything from skin health and sex drive to energy
levels and hormone balance. How, exactly? The gut has

its own nervous system called the enteric nervous system
(ENS), and while its main purpose is to regulate digestion,

it also has a strong connection to the brain, and thus, a
major impact on your mental well-being.” Did you know

this? I know I didn’t! And I can be real that I have not
always taken care of - or even thought about! - my gut
health! But I am not getting any younger and I feel like
more and more I am realizing just how important Gut

health is and what a big role it plays in so many aspects
of my life. And I imagine you do, too, which is why you

are here!
 



Add a good probiotic to your diet! I feel
like I have tried a hundred of these. And

while I have found some good ones, I
have a favorite that I won’t do without
now. They are made by Love Wellness
which I found by accident one day and
decided to try them on a whim but they
are definitely the best I have ever tried.

If you want to get some to try for
yourself, you can get those here -

https://amzn.to/3zDpV9h 

Exercise regularly but especially
when you are bloated!  This is a hard

one for me!  Exercise is often -
though it shouldn't be - on the

bottom of the "to do" list.  This is
especially true when someone
doesn't feel great and/or feels

bloated, and it is often the first thing
we don't do.  But this is a must,

especially when we don't feel great,
because it helps move digestion

along!

https://amzn.to/3zDpV9h


Take some deep breaths before meals.
You may be wondering why? Well, this

triggers parasympathetic nervous
system, known as the ‘rest and digest’
nervous system, which helps us digest

food properly. Crazy, right? It also calms
us which helps avoid any stress eating

triggers. 

Drink Lemon water first
thing in the morning.

Squeeze fresh lemon in
warm water. This is great
for its alkalizing effect on
the body and its ability to

neutralize toxins and toxic
buildup. 

Practice Mindful eating! I remember the first time I was told about this. I
had just started my weightloss journey and had a “coach” with my program.

My first month, my goal was Mindful Eating and I won’t lie, when she told
me, I may have rolled my eyes… But when I started applying some of the

principals - put the fork down between bites, eat slower, chew more, focus
on how your food makes you feel, stop when you are full - I was amazed at
how NOT present I was when eating prior to this. Just doing this I started

eating less because by eating slower, I was able to allow time for my
stomach to signal to my brain that I was full before I overate!

 



Chew More! This goes along with
mindful eating. Something I try to do

to encourage this is when I think I
have chewed enough, force myself to

chew for 5 more seconds. 

Eat Fiber rich foods. I feel like this is an
easy one that we all know but the kicker

is, do we do it?? This is where I really
encourage an app to track what you are

eating particularly broken down by
nutrients. I use the advanced format of My
Fitness Pal where you pay a yearly fee for

the additional features and I love it. 

Eat Fermented foods (such as:
yogurt, kimchi, sauerkraut, kefir,

kombucha, tempeh).

Eat polyphenol rich foods such
as cocoa, dark chocolate, red
wine, grape skins, green tea,

almonds, onions, blueberries,
and broccoli. An excuse to

drink wine? Who just
celebrated that one?!

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/8-benefits-of-kombucha-tea


Drink More water! I feel like anything we
are looking to do (sleep better, lose

weight, have clearer skin, etc, etc) starts
and ends with this one yet it is often the

hardest one to do! Easiest way to do this is
to have a system and keep track. I love

this bottle to keep track with -
https://amzn.to/3xSyWtQ - because you

refill halfway through the day and it isn’t
too large/bulky/heavy to carry. Go a little
extra and try to refill it a second time and

drink some of that!

There you have it, 10 tips to gut health that will help
improve everything from sleep to skin to overall health.

Have you found a thing or two in here you can implement
right away? I hope so! 

 
If you need further help with your gut health, I have a

bundle that would be amazing for you. 
 

The bundle includes two amazing products that both work
in different ways to help with Gut Health and together pack
a powerful punch on getting our gut in order and reducing

bloat.  And I have a special offer just for you!
 

https://amzn.to/3xSyWtQ


Less GI issues while traveling
Sustained energy without the jittery feelings

Flatter Bellies
Improved digestion

Less cravings for sweets
Reduced bloating

First product in the bundle is an amazing new supplement
called Nu Biome. It is a pre&post biotic focused on gut

health to help with stomach bloating, constipation,
digestion, etc. It also helps with sustained energy and many

people are noticing their pants fitting better. So many
connections between the brain & our gut, good gut health

can even support our mood.  
 

The second product in the buddle is a supplement called
Tegreeen. Tegreen is a bloat blocker that is full of

antioxidants & increases our thermogenesis which is the
energy we need to break down food. Modern science has

identified powerful antioxidants in green tea called
polyphenols. One group of polyphenols called catechins is
particularly potent and is highly effective at neutralizing
free radicals at the cellular level. And if you remember,

above we talked about the need to include Polyphenols!  
 

Here is what people are noticing from using this bundle – 
 

 
 



Another great benefit of this bundle is that signing up for
the flexible subscription plan (which you can cancel or

change at any time) gets you a FREE, FULL SIZED
product every single month (each month a new free
product is announced) AND you earn points towards
other product purchases! And who doesn’t love free

perks?!
 

So if you want to jumpstart correcting your gut health
and eliminating your bloating, don’t wait! Click here and

get started → https://nskn.co/r7iaHM 
 
 

Thanks for stopping by today, Friend! I look forward to
chatting more with you!

 
 Kalii Sue

 

https://nskn.co/r7iaHM

